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It is September 2016. Eat?
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Still September 2016. Eat?



Definitions (?)

	i18n (internationalization): modification of a 
software or related technologies so that a software 
can potentially handle multiple languages, 
customs, and so on in the world. 


	L10n (localization): implementation of a specific 
language for already-internationalized software.


G11n (globalization): both i18n and L10n.



Today
Requirements can be hard to elicit


I will prove this to you via tricky examples from an 
important domain.


Sometimes you need exactly the right example to 
reveal a requirement. “Normal” examples hide the 
requirements.


As a software engineer, you should know about 
these specific issues.



Two messages today

Requirements analysis can require detailed 
domain knowledge.


Internationalization is hard but important, and 
specific domain knowledge is helpful.



A proposal

Scope: an email system


Functional requirement: The system shall support 
use by all users on Earth.



Requirements

Tell me what I need to do.



Translation

Look up all the strings in a table. Easy, right?



Unicode

You’re not using ASCII, are you? 😬



Characters

Requirement: “When a key is pressed on the 
keyboard, the character is inserted into the text 
buffer.”


In which languages is this the right requirement?


And what language is this document in, anyway?


Spellchecking…



Chinese

Type “a”…



Capitalization
“Users shall be able to make strings ALL-CAPS.”


Not every language uses capitalization.


Some languages have special word-final character 
forms.


What properties does the capitalize operation 
have?


Convert to all-caps: straße.



Let’s make a table.



Which one is Back?



A clock



Back to dates.

Requirement: ISO 8601 dates?


Unambiguous, yes.



Japanese dates
平成20年年12⽉月31⽇日 = Heisei-20 year, Dec. 31 (Wed)


Equivalently, 平20/12/31


Also, 2008年年12⽉月31⽇日


Emperor Hirohito died January 8, 1989.


How do you write 100 years from now in the 
Imperial calendar?



Decimal formats

3,14159265359…= π if you are in parts of Europe.


3.000 = 103 



Keyboard shortcuts

Only work if you can type the characters…


“Save” in French is “Enregistrer”







Time zones

What requirements are there for handling global 
times?



Culture



Conclusions

Requirements affect costs


But determining requirements can require 
extensive domain knowledge


Internationalization domain knowledge is 
important


